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3D chip with wireless data link

Ultra low-power consumption high-speed data transmission!
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Data communication at low power consumption but at
high speed
Since technologies advanced and computer
processing power increased, vast amounts of data are
now being exchanged. The higher the volume of data to
be processed becomes, the more difficult the operation
will be due to higher consumption power and heat
generation. In recent years, the research has therefore
been pursued to dramatically reduce power consumption,
which attracts enormous attention. In order to catch up
with the accelerating evolution of the information society,
reduction of power consumption is definitely needed.
Ahead of any other teams in CREST, the team led by
Professor Tadahiro Kuroda has successfully reduced
th e co nsu m ptio n p owe r straig ht to 1/10 0 0 of
the conventional level thanks to the short-range

wireless data communication technology. That is
the ThruChip Interface (TCI), which is one of the
chip-to-chip wireless communication technologies
utilizing near-field coupling (method of wireless
communication for very short range using coils).
Specifically saying with concrete figures, the data of
6 million two-hour movies can be transmitted from chip
to chip by only little electric power out of one button
battery, which the amount of data is equivalent to a
record of 1400 years of time. This is the epoch-making
technology and the highly potential research to open
up a new step, which the Professor Kuroda’s team only
could accomplish through long-time researches on lower
power consumption and wireless communication.

ThruChip Interface actually reduced the electric
power to 1/1000
TCI is the technology that can reduce the consumption
power to 1/1000. Then, how can TCI be described?
To put it simply, this technolog y realizes wireless
data communication from chip to chip stacked within
a large-scale integrated circuit. The research on 3D
implementation that pursues higher speed communication
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by stacking chips, not by laying chips on a flat surface,
has been being conducted worldwide. However, there
were major problems of low processing speed due to the
wire bonding technology for connecting chip to chip, high
manufacturing cost due to through-silicon via that drills
a vertical hole to make a path for signal, and so on. (See
Figure)
ThruChip Interface =TCI is the technology that can
solve these problems by wirelessly connecting chip to
chip using a circuit technology, instead of drilling a hole
that penetrates chips. Coils are made using a wiring on
a chip. As a current flowing along the coil on one side is
changed, the magnetic field running between the coils
changes accordingly, which results in a voltage change
in the other coil and then in data transmission. What is
happening in this technology is quite simple - non-contact
data communication between two coils as mentioned
above. It is simple but absolutely unique in terms of the
idea of using magnetic field coupling for inter-chip data
transfer.

Unique development of non-contact connector applicable
also to smartphones
Speaking of the technologies uniquely developed
by Professor Kuroda and his collaborators,
Transmission Line Coupler (TLC) - the non-contact
connector technology using electromagnetic field
coupling - is also important. Normally, connector is
to mechanically connect circuit boards and modules.
On the other hand, this non- contact connector
is wir e l e s s t y p e s o t h a t it h a r d ly u n d e r g o e s
communication failures due to loose connection
a s c o m p a re d to th e c o nve ntio n al c o n n e cto r s

that a re to be mecha nically connected, while
it contributes to cost reduction due to lighter
weight and is applicable to high-speed, powersaving and reliable systems. In the most recent
release, the non - contact connector became even
smaller and the applicability to connections between
small modules, such as smartphones, was verified.

Toward the realization of small, high performance, low
power consumption and high reliability system
In 2015, Professor Kuroda and his collaborators
h ave s t a r te d t h e re s e a rc h a n d d eve l o p m e nt fo r
ACCEL toward the realization of the even lower power
consumption and higher per formance information
processing integrated system. In this research and
development, system LSI (Large Scale Integration) and
memor y LSI are three-dimensionally stacked using
TCI, and in order to wirelessly connect peripheral
modules, such as sensors, using TLC. This research
will also definitely gather worldwide attention. And the
Professor Kuroda’s unique TCI and TLC technologies
will be utilized to realize small, high per formance
a n d hig hly relia b le 3 D c hip s , a p p lie d to sys te m s
requiring high speed and high reliability, and, as a
core technology for semiconductor-applied products,
applied to ar tificial intelligence, such as for data

center, robot, machine learning and deep learning, and
will contribute to the evolution of the information and
communication technologies, such as for intelligent
terminal, high performance small computer and next
generation super computer that are made to process
information at even higher speed.

Vision the Team Kuroda aims for

Data-centric computer
(Super low power consumption mobile computer for the IoT age)
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Near-field coupling integration technology (Solution for connection problem in large-scale systems)

